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What is security screening?  

Broadly, security screening refers to inspecting the contents of packages to assure that there has been no 

tampering or inclusion of incendiary devices. This service is provided by authorized shippers, forwarders and 

service providers. Generally, due to the varied nature of artwork (and its associated packaging) this is done by 

hand for artworks although there are other permissible technology-based alternatives, such as chemical sensors 

and x-ray machines 

This screening is needed whenever cargo is to travel from a US airport via domestic or international passenger 

flight.  

Who can perform security screening?  

CCSFs or Certified Cargo Screening Facilities can provide security screening. These facilities must adhere to TSA 

guidelines in order to receive and keep their certification. The guidelines which are outlined in the CCSP, or 

Certified Cargo Screening Program, include personnel selection, security background checks and training, 

facility security, documentation requirements and number of other security related factors.  

However, it is important to keep in mind that the CCSP was written to apply to a variety of product types and 

circumstances; from organizations that screen electronics to pharmaceuticals to flowers. As a result, by meeting 

the requirements to be a Certified Screening Facility the organization does not demonstrate handling capabilities 

specific to fragile and rare items, such as artwork. 

Can the items simply be screened by the airline?  

While airlines have methods for screening and handling the packages that do not arrive to them pre-screened or 

with an acceptable audit trail, the choice of method is at the discretion of the airline, whose interest is necessarily 

to control costs and maximize efficiency, potentially at the expense of the safe handling of fragile cargo.  

Consider the handling that you see your checked luggage experience and ask yourself: would this be acceptable 

for your precious cargo? Airline-provided screening is usually outsourced to handling agents introducing 

additional transits, non-expert handling and a longer period of time between when the cargo is delivered to the 

airline and when the flight departs.   

So what can Fine Art Shippers do to help?  

To respond to these risks, a number of Fine Art Services companies (including Crozier Fine Arts) have elected to 

participate in this program allowing them to assure that screening is done by staff who are not only qualified 

according to TSA guidelines but also are trained in the best practices for safely handling artwork.  

When transporting artwork that requires Cargo Security Screening, special care must be taken to select a service 

provider that not only has the required TSA certification, but also knows how to correctly handle your piece.   
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A summary of the potential risks the program introduces for artwork shipments:  

 Increase in handling:  

o A good art handler will take every possible measure to decrease the amount of handling an object 

will experience; handling by the most talented and experienced art handler is more risky than no 

handling at all.  It is important to consider that handling can take many forms:  

 Packing or unpacking  

 Number of transits, stops and transfers  

 ‚Shuffling‛ within an airline shed or warehouse while a piece awaits screening, loading, etc.  

 

 Potential delays for cargo, especially when not pre-screened:  

o Earlier close-out times required.  

o Lower priority booking, which increases the likelihood of ‚getting bumped.‛  

What to consider when selecting you CCSF:  

 Certification is Location based:   

o Your Los Angeles based Fine Art Services Company cannot screen in New York City  and vice versa 

and so will subcontract the service to another provider; be clear as to precisely who will actually 

perform the screening.   

o Since screening must occur within the facility of the CCSF it is best to select a company that will 

already handle your artwork, such as your crating provider or commercial fine art storage provider.  

o When should screening occur? Ideally when items will already be unpacked and are most easily 

inspected: 

 When the crate is being packed at a crate shop, or,  

 Contents of an existing crate are being verified or artworks are being conditioned prior to 

departure from storage. 

 

 Method of screening:  

o TSA has approved several types of screening including: X-ray, Explosive Trace Detection (ETD), 

Explosive Detection Systems (EDS)  

o These methods work well for standardized cargo, however not often for artwork:  

 Varying shapes and sizes appear on X-ray, requiring further investigation. 

 Configuration and size of crates not always conducive to these methods.  

o Most screening of artwork will be done by physical inspection. This is why the art handling expertise 

of those screening your cargo is so very important.  

 

 Beyond the screening:  

o When the CCSF subcontracts delivery to a third party assure that all parties are aware of their 

responsibilities and can work together to assure a seamless chain of custody that supported by the 

necessary documentation 

o Work with companies that are prepared for ‚what ifs‛:  

 Ready with credentialed security personnel should questions arise at airport. 

 Are responsive when it comes to questions about paperwork, schedule, and subcontractors. 

 Have backup plans in case of delay of shipment, etc.  
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Summary of questions to ask yourself and your provider:  

1. Will your freight require screening? (Is it travelling by passenger plane from or within the USA?)  

2. Who will perform this screening? Are they TSA certified?  

(Check at: http://www.tsa.gov/what_we_do/layers/aircargo/certified_screening.shtm#certloc)  

3. Are their screeners trained in handling artwork? How are they so trained? 

4. Is the screening area temperature or climate controlled?  

5. What other activities take place in the screening area?  

6. Does the facility meet commercial fine art storage ‘best practices’?  

7. Who will be transporting the screened cargo from screening facility to the airline? 

8. What measures are in place in the case of questions, delays or requests for further inspection? 

 

Key terms & acronyms:  

CCSF: Certified Cargo Screening Facility. The facility where certified cargo screening takes places. Certification 

is granted by the TSA.  

CCSP: Certified Cargo Screening Program. The program that sets out the requirements a CCSF must meet and 

uphold to maintain certification.  

Cargo Close-Out: The latest time at which the freight may be delivered to the airline in order to be loaded onto a 

particular flight.  

IAC: Indirect Air Carrier. A freight forwarder following the requirements set by the TSA under the IACSSP 

(Indirect Air Carrier Standard Security Program.) An IAC may also be a CCSF, but not all are.  

TSA: Transportation Security Administration, an agency of the Department of Homeland Security that is charged 

with protecting the nation’s transportation systems, including airlines & air cargo.   

 

 

 

 

 

This information has been furnished to the IMUA Arts & Records committee by Crozier Fine Arts, Inc. a fine art storage, 

crating and shipping provider headquartered in NYC. Every artwork shipment is unique and the programs this document 

discusses are subject to change. As such, we recommend you use this document for informational and educational purposes 

only and refer specific questions and inquiries to your preferred Fine Art Services provider.  

We welcome direct inquiries at nicolebouchard@crozierfinearts.com.  
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